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About This Game

In The Princess Adventure, you must find the Prince of another kingdom that has been kidnapped, and thus prevent the peace
agreement they have signed to be broken, and their people end up suffering again with the war. But for this you have to will play
with the most unlikely character, the Princess, who will have to pass through dangerous regions between the kingdoms behind
the evil Witch who wants to fulfill her revenge against the Prince.

The Princess Adventure is a 2D platform game, inspired by classics like MegaMan, Contra and others. Where gameplay focuses
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on the player's ability to get through challenges that will test their accuracy in jumps and time, where any wrong step can cause
them death. Several enemies and traps are strategically placed on the maps to not give you time to think, and your movements
should be careful.

2D platform game, retro style
Explore a world crafted in an incredible pixel art
Original soundtrack
Several maps with challenges that gradually increase your difficulty
Ruthless enemies
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Title: The Princess Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
FalconDev
Publisher:
FalconDev
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel Integrated Graphics
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 100 MB available space
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I could finally play Ian’s Eyes and the truth is that I has really wanted to try this extremely original game. That’s precisely its
main strength: the originality of what’s proposed, a story that attracts the player and tests his ability with the controls (and
occasionally also his nerves).
In general the game is delightful in terms of entertainment, and both Ian and North are designed with charisma which is
something key in the indie video game industry. As to the creative part and ambiance a great work is also noticed (illumination
is very slick to create such a dismal atmosphere at certain moments).
And we get to the main part, controls and movement. There are certain things that are somewhat exasperating, not so much for
the skills that the player may have but because there are things that are kind of shocking for how it is programmed. With the
number of times you get to die (this is a trial and error kind of game after all) you end up realizing that you can perform an
action over and over in the same way and maybe one of them is successful (a mistake or it’s that you have to Split hairs),
sometimes it’s not clear the detection ranges of certain zombies, or the dog controls that are a little messy when you have to
move a box for example. On the other hand, I think it’s a great idea that Ian may die if North is away for too long, and also the
different zombie types you encounter which causes the game to turn into a very entertaining and a strategic map.
Summing up, an indie game highly recommended for all audiences, that will enjoy and ge ton the nerves (in a good way). Don’t
get fed up on dying, it’s worth it!
. Atmosphere of Stalker, Metro and Fallout packed together. Good things end there.
The story. It might as well not have one.
The sprites are pretty poorly drawn.
A wide variety of weapons, I praise the metrolike weapons, like the "Air Pistol" basically Tihar, the pistol infinite ammo
version. Now things like vector and other end of the line modern time weapons, they don't really fit in.
The game plays like Metro you'll enter one area after the other and face off a pack of human or mutant enemies.
There is stealth in the game, poorly realised like all things but it's there and that's probably the most fun you'll have.
Remember I said Air Pistol has infinite ammo? Well it's not supposed to, you'll find a very limited amount of ammo for it and
the thing 1 shots most enemies but somehow you'll always have max ammo for it. Uzi is not usable as the code isn't even
finished for it.
For some reason the game at times would decide that I shoud die and start over while at full hp if hit during the last few levels.
Which I might add were facking long\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665levels and threw a stupid ammount of enemies at you
with your every step.
The shooting system is reminiscent of stalker as in you're not gonna hit every shot and I like that, the problem is, for alot of
weapons you'll never hit a shot 2 feet in front of you. So melee enemies... yeah you're dead son.
The biggest problem by far is that the game has a huge memory leak issue and I was able to play it 5 minutes at a time as it'll
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gradually go from 140fps to none.
I went to the forums to see what's up with that and found that the developer has promised to fix all the bugs. That was shortly
after the game came out. As far as I know the game had only one patch and judging by the feedback it only made things worse.
Nailed the atmosphere. facking hated everything else.. "This is how russians treat you!"
"Time for a little \u041f\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0441\u0442\u0440\u043e\u0439\u043a\u0430!"
"Tell the TV about a "good russian'
"Stand up and fight! Where is your spirit?!"
"This is all about to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!"
"\u041a\u0430\u043a \u0436\u0435 \u0432\u044b
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u0438 \u0441
\u0432\u0430\u0448\u0438\u043c\u0438 \u0442\u0443\u0440\u0440\u0435\u0442\u0430\u043c\u0438!"
"Up! Find who did it and skin him!"
"\u042d\u0439, comrade Hox\/lucky Clover\/beautiful Bonnie\/friend Dragan\/little Wolfie, follow me!"
"\u041e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0440\u0430\u0431\u043e\u0442\u0430,
\u0440\u0435\u0431\u044f\u0442\u0430-\u0430-\u0430!"
"\u041d\u0438\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \u0441\u0435\u0431\u0435!"
"Don't wake the russian bear!"
"You're doing great, stay down"
(c) Sokol
Overkill, you're da best.. eXceed 2nd - Vampire REX, the sequel to Gun Bullet Children, has everything that the 1st one lacked:
Astonishing graphics, a soundtrack you'll want to own, and tight gameplay.
The game is story-wise a sequel to Gun Bullet Children, but this time you'll side with the vampires against the Church and their Gun
Bullet Children. You play as Ria File, a half-human, half-vampire (aka a deviant bloodline). She has the ability to shift polarity:
switch elements to absorb bullets of the same element while the other type becomes fatal. This is a mechanic that shouldn't be
unknown to Ikaruga players. The game also has a dynamic difficulty implemented, whereas long survival and scoring gets you in a
higher difficulty while playing, and dying reduces the difficulty. The overal difficulty of the game is okay. It might be tricky at first
for newer people, but you'll get the hang of it quickly.
Although there isn't much to the story in most danmaku shooters, this one had a story i liked. The game references characters from
the previous game as well. Just like the previous game, the characters have voicing in Japanese, and unlike Gun Bullet Children, this
one has an official translation in the game.
The soundtrack was made by Saitama Saishu Heiki and Shibayan, well known names in the doujin world, and this soundtrack
delivers, just like their other works. The boss music fits rather well with the bosses' personalities or significance in the story, whereas
the stage music either takes it a bit easier or just gets really tense to prepare you for your next big challenge.
This game is just fantastic and is among my favourite danmaku shooters now. They really outdid Gun Bullet children by far. You
can get it for 6 EUR, but i'd be willing to pay double price for this game.
Also, i didn't find the OST on Steam, but you can purchase it from the tennen-sozai site[tennen-sozai.bandcamp.com].. It's
everything they promised.
- Mystery
- Girls with curves
- There is a nice bit of variety regarding paths
10/10.
100/10 with mod.. i bought the drag pack and thr thang to go with it to play but like it didnt install so i cant drag i have to play all
that raceing what do i do
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So so, some good elements, but the boss that wipes out your towers with no possible defense is one of the most irritating
mechanics I've seen in any tower defense game. I see the developers have replied this "adds strategic options", which doesn't
even make sense. It's just a bad mechanic and should be removed. Sort of ruins the game. There's a reason no other TD game
has this feature.
Witha few little tweaks like that would be a good little game. Had the odd crash but thats not the end of the world.. pretty good
game. Dashing actually speeds up the game instead of your character. Why??? This means that it can actually disrupt the timing
of certain levels. Hitting the corner at the wrong spot catapults you off in random directions. The stomach acid gimick doesn't
add anything meaningful to the gameplay, especially when it is in near every level. The worst parts are when you are forced to
wait a good ten seconds at the start of the level for the acid to fill up in order to complete it. if you die, you have to wait all over
again! For a game that is focused on being speedrun, it lacks the polish and level design for anyone to seriously consider it for
that purpose.. This is some stupid Chinese rip off of Clash of Clans, don't download this game.. And now an excerpt from a
J.S.F. rifleman platoon:

Female Sergeant: "Remember, your M.O.S. is to get them killed, not your own sorry♥♥♥♥♥"
Male Rifleman: "Shut your♥♥♥♥♥♥trap, man."

Patriarchy/10. This game was quite enjoyable.
While it was created using the same engine as Max Payne, it delivers a story of its own, about an agent of the DEA who's goal is
to take down the Drug Cartels of Central and South America.
In terms of actual gameplay, it is a third person shooter with a wide selection of weapons, and bullet time mechanic. Be ready to
shoot some baddies in slow motion.
My only real complaint with this game, is it is rather short, but it was still a very enjoyable experience.. Omg Soo good! Nice
and relaxing on a hot summer's eve!. Slight improvements from the first game, still fun to play!. I think it gave me some form of
cancer. Was funny as♥♥♥♥♥♥to troll around in the chat that had about 3 english speaking people and 5 hispanic speaking
people (not trying to make that racist).. Great Economics game, stressful at times but very addicting!
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